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6 June 2018

Committee Secretary
Parliamentary Joint Committee on Law Enforcement
Department of the Senate
PO Box 6100
Parliament House 
Canberra  ACT  2600

Dear Secretary

Submission to the Parliamentary Joint Committee of Law Enforcement in support of a total ban of Australia’s trade in 
elephant ivory and rhino horn

I would like to thank Jason Wood MP for his ongoing work in calling for a full domestic trade ban on elephant ivory and rhino horn.  
Thank you also to the Parliamentary Committee. I appreciate the opportunity to share our findings and to address the critical need for 
immediate action, as indeed Australia is contributing to the decimation of elephants and rhinos. 

The Great Elephant Census, a privately funded aerial count, reported in 2016 that there were 352,271 African savanna elephants across 
18 countries, down 30% in seven years.1 This report sent shockwaves around the world. In 2015 it was reported that Tanzania had lost 
60% of its elephants over the preceding 5 years.2 There has been a 9,000% increase in rhino poaching in South Africa between 2007 and 
2014.3 We still see a lack of global political will in saving these iconic animals.

Prince William stated at a Wildlife Conference in Vietnam, 2016 that “a betting man would still bet on extinction”.

This is the reality facing elephants and rhinos. The scale of poaching of two of the world’s most iconic, majestic and ancient species is 
at crisis point. We saw the outpouring of grief when Sudan, the last male Northern White rhino passed away earlier this year. Whilst 
a truly global response is needed to address this issue, Australia continues to provide the opportunity for items from recently killed 
animals to be traded in our own backyard. 

The sale of ivory and rhino horn in Australia

In February 2016 I found ivory jewelry for sale in a bric-a-brac store on Chapel Street, Melbourne along with other wildlife products 
and thought these items had to be illegal.  I sent photos of the items to major conservation groups and colleagues in South Africa, who 
suspected the items were new given their style. However, without testing, they couldn’t be sure. 

This started the investigations into Australia and New Zealand’s domestic trade in ivory and rhino horn with Dr Lynn Johnson, Nature 
Needs More (previously Breaking the Brand) and Fiona Gordon, Gordon Consulting NZ. We found an extraordinary amount of ivory 
for sale online, in auction rooms, antique stores, bric-a-brac and loan centres throughout Australia - none of which had provenance 
documentation nor could tell, with any accuracy, the age of items. The unregulated nature of Australia’s domestic trade and lack of 
requirements for provenance documentation is very concerning.

1  “The Great Elephant Census,” The Great Elephant Census accessed 10 May 2018, http://www.greatelephantcensus.com

2  “Why Are Most of Tanzania’s Elephants Disappearing?” Maraya Cornell, National Geographic, accessed 10 May 2018, https://news.
nationalgeographic.com/2015/06/150612-tanzania-environmental-investigation-agency-mary-rice-elephants-poaching-cites-
corruption/

3  “The strange figures behind a secret trade,” Misha Glenny, BBC News, accessed 10 May 2018, http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/resources/idt-
sh/rhino_poaching
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The following timeline provides an overview of For the Love of Wildlife’s activities to date regarding Australia’s domestic ivory and rhino 
horn trade:

February 2016 Wildlife items found in Chapel Street, Prahran including ivory which sparked further enquiry. 

Mid 2016 Collaboration initiated with Nature Needs More and Gordon Consulting, NZ on the domestic trade in 
Australia and NZ

September 2016 Met with Minister Josh Frydenberg with communique signed by 56 Australian and international groups 
calling for a full domestic trade ban.

September 2016 - August 2017 Minister Frydenberg’s responded that Australia’s trade isn’t contributing to the poaching crisis and 
enforcement rests with State governments to regulate. This led us to contacting Ministers in each State 
to enquire about domestic trade and who is responsible for monitoring and enforcing. 

 Interviews undertaken with people from Customs, antiques industry, freight forwarders, law 
enforcement, the public, politicians and key stakeholders.

 Visits to auction rooms, bric-a-brac and vintage stores including documenting ivory items for sale. 
Watching online selling platforms.

 Questions asked in State Parliament by MPs in both NSW and VIC Parliaments.

May 2017 No Domestic Trade campaign launched.

 Volunteers engage the public and get Speak Out letters signed addressed to Minister Frydenberg 
stating they call for a domestic trade ban. Overwhelming response received with thousands engaging 
via Facebook, sending letters, uploading photos of support and signing petitions.  

October 2017 Jason Wood MP tables Motion in House of Representatives.

March 2018 FLOW hosts Melbourne Crush on World Wildlife Day (3 March 2018) – Australia’s first ivory and rhino 
horn destruction event. 100kgs of raw and unworked ivory surrendered by the Federal Government. 
Public surrender ivory items for destruction. 
Ambassador Collette Dinnigan AO is joined with messages of support from high profile individuals 
including Helen Clark (former NZ Prime Minister), Dr Jane Goodall, Asher Keddie, John Farnham, Peter 
Singer and Neil Perry (just to name a few).

 Partnered by Zoos Vic, Born Free Foundation and Save African Foundation. Event attended by IFAW, 
Jane Goodall Institute Australia and Nature Needs More.

Responses from Minister Frydenberg regarding Australia’s ivory and rhino horn trade

Minister Frydenberg has responded to Members of Parliament as well as For the Love of Wildlife on Australia’s ivory and rhino horn 
trade. These responses have included:

December 2016 Australia successfully introduced further measures to combat wildlife trade including stronger 
penalties for transnational organized crime and money laundering, and improvements in forensic 
testing of wildlife specimens. See attachment A  

February 2017 There is no evidence to suggest that Australia is a significant transit or destination country for illegal 
ivory. See attachment B  

July 2017 Australia’s small domestic ivory market is not significant to international illegal trade. See attachment C

The extent of trade within Australia’s borders

As mentioned, we have found an extensive amount of ivory for sale online, in auction rooms, antique stores, bric-a-brac stores and 
loan centres throughout Australia. Attachment D provides photographs of the items we have seen for sale. These items were not 
accompanied by any provenance documentation to determine the accurate age of items. At times sellers would guess the age of items 
based on appearance or dates of previous purchase. Most of these items were viewed during the last six months. 

Furthermore, in 2016 the International Fund for Animal Welfare (IFAW) released the “Under the Hammer Report” which investigated 
ivory and rhino horn items for sale in Australia and New Zealand over a 9 month period across 21 auctions. This included over 2,400 
ivory items for sale in Australia.4

The above demonstrates Australia’s domestic trade is not small as suggested by Minister Frydenberg.

4  “Under the Hammer,” International Fund for Animal Welfare, accessed 10 May 2018, https://www.ifaw.org/australia/resource-centre/
under-the-hammer
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The Australian Government’s responsibility

Upon receiving the aforementioned response from Minister Frydenberg that responsibility rests with States to regulate domestic trade, 
For the Love of Wildlife (FLOW)) wrote to Ministers in each State and Territory to understand their position on who is responsible for 
regulating the domestic trade. Of those that responded, it was clear that it is a Federal Government responsibility. Note: these written 
responses can be provided upon request. Furthermore, the Commonwealth of Australia Constitution - Section 925 states that “On the 
imposition of uniform duties of Customs, trade, commerce, and intercourse among the States, whether by means of internal carriage or 
ocean navigation, shall be absolutely free.” Regulating or monitoring domestic trade is not a State responsibility.

The Federal Government is the signatory to the Convention on International Trade of Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora, as 
well as the London Declaration on the Illegal Wildlife Trade. Statement 15 Point VI of the declaration urges “those Governments that 
allow trade in legally acquired wildlife products to implement measures, including labelling and wider traceability measures, to ensure 
that this trade does not allow any illegal wildlife products to enter these markets”.

Australia is also a signatory to the Rio Declaration on Environment and Development (1992). Principle 156, the Precautionary Principle, 
states that where there are threats of serious or irreversible damage, lack of full scientific certainty shall not be used as a reason 
for postponing cost-effective measures to prevent environmental degradation. This principle is contained within Australia’s federal 
environmental legislation - the Environmental Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act. Why is this not being applied in Australia? 
Why is Australia allowing the continued domestic trade in ivory and rhino horn when countries around the world, including the UK, are 
closing their trades in direct response to the current poaching crisis?

Our investigation into Australia’s ivory and rhino horn trade

In 2017 we launched the No Domestic Trade campaign and since then, have collected information from ex-Customs staff, antique 
dealers, auction rooms, Department of Environment and Energy, freight handlers, park rangers, the public and key stakeholders in 
unpicking the trade in Australia.  Our investigations revealed:

• Lack of effective monitoring, compliance and regulation

• Lack of prosecutions

• Unfit CITES trade database and permit system

• Lack of ability to determine the age of ivory and rhino horn items

• Support from Melbourne’s largest auction house for a full domestic trade ban

Lack of effective monitoring, compliance and regulation

Ex-Customs employees told FLOW how traffickers are bringing illegal wildlife ‘products’ into the country and that they only confiscate 
a small percentage given the limited resources for this work. Further, FLOW was advised that optimistically only 4% of seaport cargo 
is checked. Advised that Customs staff only receive 3.5 hours training on illegal wildlife trade during induction covering an estimated 
35,000 endangered species. We were also advised that containers made up of multiple consignees almost always have illegal items, 
and that shippers transpose their names to avoid being prosecuted (eg. changing Bob Smith to Smith Bob). We were also advised that 
international freight companies set up shelf companies which are dissolved if they have been found to contain illegal items and that 
there is a lack of support or assistance from countries of origin to resolve such issues. 

Note: interview notes available upon request. Our contacts are prepared to be interviewed if anonymity can be guaranteed.

5  “Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act – Section 92 - Trade within the Commonwealth to be free”, Commonwealth Consolidated 
Acts, accessed 10 May 2018 http://www8.austlii.edu.au/cgi-bin/viewdoc/au/legis/cth/consol_act/coaca430/s92.html

6  “Rio Declaration on Environment and Development,” United Nations, accessed 10 May 2018, http://www.un.org/documents/ga/
conf151/aconf15126-1annex1.htm
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In November 2015 an Auditor General’s report into Managing Compliance with the Wildlife Trade Provisions of the Environment 
Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 concluded:

“The effectiveness of the Department of Environment’s regulation of wildlife trade under Part 13A of the EPBC Act has been 
undermined by the absence of appropriate and tailored policy and procedural guidance, functional IT support systems and a risk-
based approach to monitoring compliance”.7

“As such, the department has limited assurance as to the adequacy of current settings. Further, the absence of an appropriate 
set of performance measures and reporting arrangements means that the department is not well positioned to report both 
internally and externally on the extent to which it is achieving its regulatory objectives”.8

Lack of prosecutions

Australia did not prosecute anyone between 2010 and 2016 even though officials confiscated several hundred items of ivory or rhino 
horn at Australian borders. There were 25 seizures of suspected rhino horn and 411 seizures of suspected ivory between 2010 and 
2016. No prosecutions mean no consequences which means wildlife trafficking is a low-risk crime for traffickers.

Unfit CITES trade database and permit system

Through our investigations we also considered the CITES Trade Database and permit system, for transferring ‘legal’ items across 
international borders. We concluded it is unfit for purpose and could not stand up to the most basic audit. We used the CITES Trade 
Database to investigate the export of elephant specimens from the UK to Australia between 2010 and 2016, which showed 2,953 units 
exported and only 3 units imported - a discrepancy of 2,950 units. Furthermore, the database contains next to no information about any 
one item - 1 unit could mean a small netsuke or a full tusk. 

Lack of ability to determine the age of ivory and rhino horn items

In 2016 the International Fund for Animal Welfare (IFAW) released the “Under the Hammer Report” which investigated ivory and rhino 
horn items for sale during a 9-month period in Australia and New Zealand. This covered 21 auctions. Over 2,400 ivory items were for 
sale in Australia. Of all the ivory items investigated, only 8 percent were accompanied by provenance documentation, which provides 
details of the item’s history such as its age.9 Our experience in visiting antique stores and bric-a-brac shops in Australia is that not once 
has anyone been able to provide appropriate proof of age or documentation. 

Auction houses Sotheby’s and Christies put forward their expertise in accessing an artefact’s age as a reason that a complete ban isn’t 
required.  At the same time, they don’t acknowledge that people with the same training, background, expertise and craftsmanship 
can be involved in the illegal market. Furthermore, I highlight the recent case of Li Zhifei who pleaded guilty to 11 counts of rhino horn 
smuggling, and organised for horns from poached rhinos to be fashioned into copies of exquisitely carved antiques.10 Such ‘fakes’ are 
commonly referred to in China as ’zuojiu’ - literally ‘made old’. 

This above information means we cannot rely on estimated ages of items from their visual appearance to guarantee items have not 
come from animals recently killed as part of the current poaching crisis.

Support from Melbourne’s largest auction house for a full domestic trade ban 

Leonard Joel, Melbourne’s largest auction, supports a full ban and have confirmed they will ramp up their activities to push for a level 
playing field. Since they have banned the sale of ivory and rhino horn, they have not noted any impact on sales and state that the “new 
collector” is not interested in these items. They state there has been no backlash from customers and the systems in place have not 
been onerous in time or cost.11 

7  “Managing Compliance with the Wildlife Trade Provisions of the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999,” Austra-
lian National Audit Office, accessed 10 May 2018, https://www.anao.gov.au/work/performance-audit/managing-compliance-wildlife-
trade-provisions-environment-protection-and

8  “Managing Compliance with the Wildlife Trade Provisions of the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999,” Austra-
lian National Audit Office, accessed 10 May 2018, https://www.anao.gov.au/work/performance-audit/managing-compliance-wildlife-
trade-provisions-environment-protection-and

9  “Under the Hammer,” International Fund for Animal Welfare, accessed 10 May 2018, https://www.ifaw.org/australia/resource-centre/
under-the-hammer

10  “Ringleader Of International Rhino Smuggling Conspiracy Pleads Guilty In New Jersey To Wildlife Trafficking Crimes,” United States 
Attorney’s Office District of New Jersey, accessed 10 May 2018, https://www.justice.gov/usao-nj/pr/ringleader-international-rhino-
smuggling-conspiracy-pleads-guilty-new-jersey-wildlife

11  “One Year On,” John Albrecht, Leonard Joel, accessed 10 May 2018, https://leonardjoel.com.au/2017/12/31/one-year-on/
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Through our investigations we also interviewed a retired antique dealer, who wished to remain anonymous. This person advised:

 “I know antique dealers on prestigious Australian high streets who are more than happy to source ivory for collectors. They have 
been doing it for decades, they wouldn’t care if it came from recently killed elephants”. 

“When I was in China, I was invited in to an ivory carving business. I was horrified to see what I estimated to be at least 200 
elephant tusks propped up against the wall. Dentist drills were used for the intricate carving. I was so overcome by this I vowed 
I would never sell ivory again. But it’s not hard to get carved ivory in Australia. The main problem is you have an industry full of 
men who don’t want to be told what to do”.

CITES resolutions and Australia’s obligations

Last year CITES recommended Parties close or regulate their domestic ivory and rhino horn trade, yet trade remains open and 
unregulated in Australia. Australia is not meeting its CITES obligations and continues providing opportunities for items from recently 
killed animals to be sold on our markets. 

In summary

FLOW has found that there is an assumption that ivory and rhino horn within Australia must be legal. Our evidence shows such 
assumptions are not valid, and that the lack of enforcement, monitoring and compliance means it cannot be guaranteed that items sold 
on Australia’s markets are legal and have not come from elephants and rhinos killed as part of the current poaching crisis. With industry 
allowed to self-regulate, it’s very easy for illegal products to be laundered into the legal domestic market. As our collaborative partner 
stated: 

“With a lack of appropriate enforcement tools at the border and unregulated domestic markets, if you manage to get your ivory 
or rhino horn into New Zealand or Australia, you are home and hosed to make a killing”.

Fiona Gordon, Gordon Consulting NZ

Recommendation

Due to the absence of enforcement resources and reduced power of agencies to fulfil their obligations, a full domestic trade ban 
is required for ivory and rhino horn in Australia to ensure Australia fulfils its requirements and does not contribute to the current 
poaching crisis which is driving elephants and rhinos to imminent extinction. There is no evidence that further enforcement resources 
will become available, and this is evident with 60 staff being cut recently from Department of Environment and Energy.12

The trade in endangered species should halt immediately given the gravity in failure of the CITES permitting system and given Australia 
cannot fulfil its obligations. A complete overhaul is required with CITES systems being brought up to date.

The UK are enacting a full trade ban and as part of the Commonwealth Australia should follow.

Draft legislation has been written by Fiona Gordon, Gordon Consulting for both NZ and Australia and was supplied to the Assistant 
Secretary of the Wildlife, Trade and Biosecurity Branch – Wildlife Heritage and Marine Division at the Department of the Environment 
and Energy in June 2017.

We ask that Australia adopt a precautionary approach and take decisive and clear action immediately to target the matters at the very 
heart of this issue: consumer demand and legal domestic markets.

We have an obligation to future generations to take immediate action to stop the critical decimation of wildlife. If we cannot save 
elephants and rhinos, we have little chance of saving anything else. 

I look forward to providing further evidence to the committee.

Yours sincerely

Donalea Patman OAM
Founding Director

Attachment A: Response from Minister Frydenberg addressed to FLOW, December 2016
Attachment B: Response from Minister Frydenberg addressed to Josh Wilson MP, February 2017
Attachment C: Response from Minister Frydenberg addressed to Minister Ian Hunter, July 2017
Attachment D: Items found for sale within Australia’s borders

12  “Rare Australian species could slip into extinction as jobs axed at environment department,” Michael Slezak, ABC News, accessed 10 May 
2018, http://www.abc.net.au/news/2018-05-04/environment-department-to-lose-60-jobs-key-to-threatened-species/9722560
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